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As It Happened

6 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Politics

A free press; the fourth estate. Their role is to hold our elected leaders to account. To make them
answer to the people who gave them their power. It’s not unusual for politics to make daily
headlines. What does it take for a political headline to become a media sensation?

In this episode, we will investigate the world’s most notorious political scandals and shocking
tragedies and how these stories played out in media around the world. The affairs, the
assassinations, impeachments, corruption of leaders like Berlusconi and Park Guen-hye. For
some the consequences would play out slowly, like the fallout from the break in at the Watergate
Hotel. Others were swift, but perceptions would evolve more slowly, as with the Clinton/Lewinsky
affair in the wake of the #metoo movement. But all resulted in the painfully public ending of
political careers, as a shocked and fascinated world watched on.

2. Crime

Some were already famous, others became household names through tragedy. Whether it was OJ
Simpson’s televised trial, the Beslan school siege in Russia, Waco Texas, the disappearance and
murder of the Lindbergh baby or JonBenet Ramsey. All often playing out in real time on our
television sets. Every story horrified and enthralled us.

In this episode, we cast a spotlight on our fascination with real life crime. Unpicking the details of
brutal murders, kidnappings, conspiracy theories, and mysteries that would never be solved.
Exploring the way these stories are reported, the relentless pursuit of new morsels of information,
where every sordid detail was uncovered and revealed, and the inevitable trial by media that so
often followed.

3. Royals

The inner workings of royal families have for centuries been a constant source of fascination. We
seek to know what is really going on behind those high gates and castle walls, to confirm how
much they are actually like us. There was a time when the British media tread lightly when
reporting on their royal family, but those days are long gone.
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In this episode, we return to those most shocking events in the lives of royal families. From dream
weddings and new princesses, like Grace Kelly, to the splashy tabloid headlines of affairs and
divorce, the abdication of Edward III and the global outpouring of grief at Princess Diana’s death.
The ripples of these events revealing the sense of personal connection that citizens feel for royal
families. We look back at the way these stories were reported and the impact they had on society.
To understand why they affected us so much, and the role the media plays in engendering our
adoration and fascination.

4. War and Conflict

Our access to information has constantly expanded and evolved over the past century. War
reporting has remained in step. It began with reports of WW1 in newspapers. By WW2 we were
also regularly watching newsreels and consuming every detail we could over the radio. But as we
moved into the 1960’s and televisions started to appear in our lounge rooms, we gained
unprecedented access to news of war. A change that informed a brutally honest and entirely new
perception, and with this a passionate anti- Vietnam war movement. By the time we were going
into Iraq for the first time, the media were firmly embedded with the troops.

In this episode, we explore the changing face of war reporting and what this has done to public
perspectives. Over two world wars, to the Suez Canal Crisis and the Falklands, to both Gulf Wars
and two forays into Afghanistan. The media has been there through it all.

5. Fame and Scandal

Marilyn Monroe. Michael Jackson. Donald Trump. Throughout history, there have been individuals
who have risen to fame and notoriety – by their deeds, by their words, by their conduct. The mass
media of the modern era has made celebrity a constant presence in our lives. Some celebrities
are famous for their beauty, their talent, others for their bravery or power. And others are
celebrities, because they behave like celebrities.

But they all walk a tightrope stretched between fame and infamy, and as they edge across that
tightrope, the media circle below, waiting for the secrets and scandals that will trigger the fall.

In this episode, we turn the lens back on the media, to examine those stories where shocking
revelations, or errors or biases in reporting, lead the public to lose faith in those they trust.

6. Business / Finance

The world of big business is an unpredictable ride of the highest highs and the lowest lows, of
sensational deals, spectacular takeovers, booms, and busts. Big business drives the global
economy. Trade – and money – really do make the world go round.
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So when something goes wrong in the world of finance it creates global headlines, and over the
past hundred years, there have been plenty of crashes – from corporate corruption, to fraud, and
failure. These are the stories of princes, presidents, oil barons and tech entrepreneurs. And often
of the ordinary people taken down by their greed, corruption, bad luck, or foolishness.

This episode explores the world’s biggest financial scandals and crimes. These were headlines
that affected thousands, or even millions of lives. Stories that many around the world couldn’t just
watch with fascination as it unfolded; they were living and suffering from it directly. We look at who
was involved, how it was reported and what caused these stories of multimillion dollar frauds and
failures, bankruptcies, fortunes made and lost.


